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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
here we shall clearly witness absolutely Magnificent Scientific/Mathematic
that our One and Only LORD
due to

Signs

ALLAH has created, from the very beginning,

HIS most essential Word and Promise,

in this respect, here:
=========================
49 Certainly,

We have created all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially, this universal/physical "Light" here =6/1)
from the very beginning)
based upon a PreciseMEASURE

(=biQaderin)

(which is essentially "19" coded, from the very beginning, here =74/2630)

53 So,

We will show them Our Signs (=Ayatina)

(which are specifically "19" coded again here =74/2630,

31)

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially, within this universal/physical "Light" above,
from the very beginning, here again =6/1)
and also within their selves/souls,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your LORD is

Witness over all things.

QURAN TESTAMENT 54/49 = 41/53
=========================

So now, let us clearly see here

Truth.

each and every of those "Seven" Verses, in total, in QURAN TESTAMENT
in which this most specific term: "Light" (="Noor" ) above
has thus been mentioned by our LORD

ALLAH

in this most specific manner & context,
throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
first of all, now here thus:
==================
257

ALLAH is the Ally of those who believe,

HE brings them (=yukhrijuhum)
out of the darkness into "the Light" (=min alzulumat ila "alNoor"). ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter No.

2

Verse No.

257)

16 ......, and by HIS Leave, brings them (=yukhrijuhum)
out of the darkness into "the Light" (=min alzulumat ila "alNoor"). ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter No.

5

Verse No.

16)

1 ...... so that you may bring (=litukhrija) the humanity
out of the darkness into "the Light" (=min alzulumat ila "alNoor")
by their LORD's Leave, ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter No.

14

Verse No.

1)

5 ...... "You shall bring (=akhrij) your people
out of the darkness into "the Light" (=min alzulumat ila "alNoor") ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter No.

43 ...... that

14

Verse No.

5)

HE may bring you (=liyukhrijakum)

out of the darkness into "the Light" (=min alzulumat ila "alNoor"). ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter No.

9 ...... that

33

Verse No.

43)

HE may bring you (=liyukhrijakum)

out of the darkness into "the Light" (=min alzulumat ila "alNoor"). ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter No.

11 ...... that

57

Verse No.

9)

HE may bring (=liyukhrija) those who believe and work righteousness

out of the darkness into "the Light" (=min alzulumat ila "alNoor"). ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter No.

==========

65

Verse No.

11)

==========

So now, let us clearly see here
the precise "Speed of (universal/physical)

"Light"

as it has most Superbly and perfectly been Created by our LORD

ALLAH,

from the very beginning, above =6/1),
now here thus:
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
The speed of "Light" in vacuum, commonly denoted
important in many areas of Physics.
Its precise value is =

299792458

c, is a Universal Physical Constant

metres per second,

since the length of the metre is defined from this constant and the international standard for time.
According to special relativity, c is the maximum speed at which all matter and hence information
in the Universe can travel.
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speed_of_light
Why is the "Speed of (universal/physical) "Light"
so Fundamental and Important?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSE_evUBNsU
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
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So now, let us clearly see here
each of those "Seven" Verses, in total, in QURAN TESTAMENT
in which this most specific term: "Light" (="Noor" )
has thus been mentioned by our LORD

ALLAH

in that most specific manner & context,
throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT above,
now together with this
most precise and accurate "Speed of (universal/physical)
here again:

"Light"

=

299792458

in these "Most
now here thus:

metres per second,

AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect orders,

All PRAISE

All PRAISE

is to

is to

ALLAH

ALLAH

____________________
*each Chapter No.s
is indicated as =Chptr
*each Verse No.s
is indicated as =Vrs
below.
____________________

..... out of the darkness into "the Light" .....
in QURAN TESTAMENT above,
exactly Seven times, in total,
now here again,
in this perfect order:
Chptr Vrs Chptr Vrs Chptr Vrs Chptr Vrs Chptr Vrs Chptr Vrs Chptr Vrs

>
65

>
11 57

>
9

33

>
43

14

>
5

14

>
1

5

*

>
16

2

"Light"

257

299792458

19

x...

=

or/and
also
Chptr Chptr Chptr Chptr Chptr Chptr Chptr Vrs Vrs Vrs Vrs Vrs Vrs

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

65

57

33

14

14

5

2

Vrs

"Light"

*
11 9 43

1

5

16 257

0299792458

19

x...

=

And
Thereafter
this time
in these "exact opposite directions" here:

<

<

<

<

<

..... out of the darkness into "the Light" .....
in QURAN TESTAMENT above,
exactly Seven times, in total,
now here again,
in this perfect order:

"Light"

Vrs Chptr Vrs Chptr Vrs Chptr Vrs Chptr Vrs Chptr Vrs Chptr Vrs Chptr

*

299792458

<
257

<

2

16

5

<
5

14

<
1

14

<
43

33

<
9

<

57

11

65

19

x...

=

or/and
also

"Light"

Vrs

Vrs Vrs Vrs Vrs Vrs Vrs

*

0299792458

257

16

1

5

43

9

11

Chptr Chptr Chptr Chptr Chptr Chptr Chptr

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

2

5

14

14

33

57

65

19

x...

=

*Please, certainly note that
due to the Fact that only and exclusively the Chapter No.s
are thus rightfully placed from bigger to smaller perfect order
within each of those two Instances (of/in the first Case) above:

65 57 33 14 14 5 2
> > > > > > >
and then also within each of those two Instances (of/in the second Case) above:

2 5 14 14 33 57
< < < < < <

65
<

and therefore, there is absolutely no necessity/requirement
for such a Rule (=i.e. "from bigger to smaller")
within that related precise order
of none of those Verse No.s therein above,
so we have thus rightfully placed these most specific
Verse No.s therein (=1 and 5)
within that exclusive (=i.e. because it is the only Chapter which is mentioned "twice")
Chapter No. (=14) above,
in this most specific reverse orders,
rightfully,
for/within each of those two Instances (of/in the first Case) above:
......

14

5
>

......

14

14

14

1
<

1
>

......

5
<

......

and then again,
rightfully,
for/within each of those two Instances (of/in the second Case) above:
......

......

1
<

5 14 1 14
>
>
5 14
<

14

......

......

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely coherent/consistent manner,

by this most Wise and perfect Decree of our LORD

ALLAH,

from the very beginning. (72/28 = 17/106 = 78/29)

*And finally, please, also absolutely note that
we have thus rightfully and legitimately placed this
precise "Speed of (universal/physical)

"Light" above, as:

299792458
= 0299792458
=

(=i.e.
(=i.e.

9 digits)

10 digits)

________________________

19

digits

in total!
for/in those two Instances (in the first Case) above

&

for/in those two Instances (in the second Case) above

0299792458 299792458

&

0299792458 299792458

19

19

x...

=

=

by all of these absolutely Most Superb and matchless
perfect "Creation Designs" of our

Supreme LORD

(=17/88)

here again (72/28 = 78/29), from the very beginning!
V
V
V
V
=========================
28 ... for HE has encompassed all that is with them,
and

HE has preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaa) all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially, that (universal/physical)

"Light" above, from the very beginning)

as/in "Numbers" (="Adadan") (=i.e. its precise speed:

299792458

meters per second

above, from the very beginning.)

VVV
29 For We have preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaynahu) all things (=kulla shayin)

x...

(=i.e. thus also and especially, all of those Seven occurrences of this (universal/physical)

"Light"

in that most specific manner & context throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT above, from the very beginning)
as/in a "SCRIPTURE" (="KITABAN" )
(specifically, based upon Number

QURAN TESTAMENT

"19" again,

from the very beginning, here =74/2630,

31)

72/28 = 78/29

=========================
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Finally, here we should absolutely note that
all of us who clearly and unmistakably see the Fact that
our LORD

ALLAH has thus created all things

and thus also and especially this most Fundamental and important
(universal/physical)
based upon

"Light" above,

"19" coded such a most Superb and wonderful PreciseMEASURE (=biQADARIN),

from the very beginning,
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above
in

QURAN TESTAMENT 54/49 = 41/53 & 72/28 = 78/29)

henceforth, when/if we truly appreciate it
and wholeheartedly repent and absolutely return to our LORD

ALLAH

in such a truthful, humble and sincere manner, in this most specific respect, here =32/1517
we may thus absolutely be granted by our LORD
also this (universal/spiritual)

ALLAH

"Light" thereupon (42/5253 = 4/174175 = 57/1213),

ALLAH.

here and in the Hereafter, forever, insha

=========================
1 Alif, Lam, Ra.
(This is) a WrittenDocument which We have sent down to you
so that you may bring the humanity
out of the darkness into "the Light" (as we have clearly witnessed it above)
by their LORD's Leave, to the Path of thus also and especially,
due to/on that left side of those "19" coded Tables above now

The MIGHTY,
due to/on that right side of those "19" coded Tables above nowThe PRAISEWORTHY.

*******
85 And

We have not created the heavens and the earth and what is in between except with/as the Truth.

And the "Hour" (thus also and especially, of this anticipated "Smoke"
and the "Heavenly Requitals" thereafter, here in this Case =44/1016
here in this Final Age now) is fast approaching; so disregard (them now) in a nice manner.
86 (For) certainly, your LORD,

HE (Alone) is thus also and especially,

due to/on that left side of those "19" coded Tables again above now

The CREATOR,
due to/on that right side of those "19" coded Tables again above nowThe OMNISCIENT.
87 (For) definitely,

We have given you "Seven of the Pairs" (=a most specific reference also and especially

"Light" that have been granted unto us
as/in such perfect Pairs above) and (thus) the great Quran!
to those "Seven occurences" of this most specific

88 So, do not turn your eyes longingly towards what
some couples from them, and do not grieve for them;

We

have bestowed (as temporary/worldly possessions) upon

and lower your wing for the believers (who will wholeheartedly follow him in this manner here =73/110,

20).

89 And say: Certainly, (thus) I am the manifest Warner.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 14/1 & 15/8589)
=========================
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====================
24 And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:
This (QURAN) is nothing except an ancient Magic.
25 This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a humanbeing.
26 (

ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter

(thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to the whole World that

QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed, in the first place, above,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless
27 So what made you know what an Uprooter.

Word of ALLAH here =17/88)

27 So what made you know what an Uprooter.
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates that "extra zero" here in this respect now
from/on the left side of our Tables (on that original Value =299792458)
within that first Case) above
(*because there is no requirement for such an "extra zero" in the first place (=0299792458) therein,
in that most fundamental very first Instance above)
and It does not letstay (but excludes that "extra zero" here in this respect now
from/on the right side of our Tables (on that original Value therein again =299792458)
also within that second Case) above
(*because again there is no requirement for such an "extra zero" in the first place (=0299792458) therein,
in that most fundamental very first Instance above)
29 (Thereby, it presents) Tables (as/in all of those "Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Conclusions,"
due to/on that most Magnificent and essential first Case (=with each of those
perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary two Instances therein),
and thereafter most Magnificent and essential second Case (=with each of those
perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary two Instances therein again),
"for/on the left sides & for/on the right sides" above) for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"

31 ...... And "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as perfectly pointed out
in the above 2430th Verses) is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikraa") for all humanity.
*****
49 And from all things We have created
thus also and especially, for/on the left side & for/on the right side
also here in this respect above
as/in

"pairs" (=i.e.
Chapter Verse No.'s

&

No.'s Verse Chapter

for/in that
"first Instance"
above

for/in that
"first Instance"
above

V

V
"Light"

> _ > _ > _ > _ > _ > _ > _ 299792458

"Light"

299792458 _ < _ < _ < _ < _ < _ < _ <

and then
also

and then
also

for/in that
"second Instance"
above

for/in that
"second Instance"
above

V

V
"Light"

"Light"

> > > > > > > _ _ _ _ _ _ _0299792458 0299792458 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ < < < < < < <
that perhaps you may "takeCommemoration" (="taDhakkaroona") thus especially,

based upon that

"19" coded "Commemoration" (="Dhikraa")

in the above Verse, here again, in the very first place!

(=QURAN

TESTAMENT

74/2430, 31 =

"19"

&

^
51/49 =

"pairs" &

"Commemoration"

^

(="Dhikraa")

^

"takeCommemoration" (="taDhakkaroona")

====================

Remain in peace/salaam.
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